
Español II    QR Challenge   Directions 

Nombres:______________________________________________________________________ 
 
In groups of four, you will be creating a QR Challenge for another group of four students.  Each of you 
will have a certain role. 
 
ROLE DUTIES Person assigned 
QR Reader You will have a device with a QR 

code reader on it and be in 
charge of reading the QR codes.  
You will hang the QR codes for 
your group with the key maker 

 

QR Creator You will be the main person 
responsible for creating the QR 
code challenge on the computer 
and printing it out correctly 

 

Key maker You will make me a key that says 
what each QR code step says in 
English and in Spanish.  I must 
approve this paper before you 
hang QR codes in the building 

 

Recorder You will record what your group 
thinks each code means in 
English on a paper that I will give 
you during the scavenger hunt 

 

 
 *** All group members will help create the Scavenger Hunt. *** 
 
The QR creator will go to this website: 
 
http://www.classtools.net/QR/ 
 
Each person in the group will help you make six clues (but seven clues total) using a different vocab 
word off of the section of the vocab sheet entitled.  If there is a verb needed, you do not need to change 
the ending.  Here is an example: 
 
Ir a la esquina cerca de la oficina (go to the corner near the office) 
 
All clues will be in hallways.   Please DO NOT MAKE ANY CLUES that will take students into a classroom 
or into a bathroom.  Also, you will not go into the locker room or into any lockers.  You will receive zero 
credit if you do and the activity will not be very fun for another group because they will not be able to 
participate.  Be smart about where you will place the codes.    
 
 
 
 

http://www.classtools.net/QR/


For your title, use the group members’ names in Spanish.  Make sure to use a password that the entire 
group knows so that someone else can get to the QR scavenger hunt if needed.  If you need to get to the 
hunt again, you can go to the main webpage listed above and look for “Search” on the bottom.  You will 
need to remember what your title is to find the scavenger hunt and then the password needs to be 
typed in as well.   
 

CLUES 
 
Title:  see above 
 
FIRST CLUE:  Your first clue will start in the Spanish room.  Type in “Comenzar aquí” as the start of your 
first clue.  Add a sentence using one of the vocab words.  You can reuse words but they will only be 
counted once.  Ex.  Ir por la puerta a la izquierda. 
 
Next you will need to type an * (above the 8 key) and then translate the clue into English.  You will do 
this for every clue (type Spanish clue*type English translation).  The English will not print out. 
 
SECOND through SIXTH CLUES:  you will make these up yourselves.  You must use at least one word or 
phrase from the “Ask for and Give Directions” section of the vocab.  Obviously, you would not use again 
what you used for the first question in this section.  Plan out where you will have each clue.  The key 
maker will write all info on the sheet.  Use different vocab words please!! 
 
SEVENTH CLUE:  This will be your ending code.  Type in “El Fin—Muy bien” as your last clue or change 
muy bien to excelente or whatever you want that is positive.  This does NOT count as one of the six 
clues.  Therefore, you will have seven clues total including the intro and final clue. 
 
PRINTING THE CLUES:  Please print only the pages with the main codes on them.  I can help you with this 
if needed.   The QR  reader person should check the pages before printing to make sure that only QR 
codes are being printed.  You will have 8 sheets of paper at the end.  Remember, you are being graded 
on whether or not another group can follow your steps.  Please DO NOT hang up the first sheet.  It is 
only directions.   
 
KEYMAKER:  You should be writing down each step in English and in Spanish.  You will also note where 
the QR codes will be hung up to make that process quicker.   I must approve this paper before you hang 
up your QR codes.   You will tape/paste the QR codes on to colored paper.   
 
When your scavenger hunt is approved, the keymaker and the QR reader may QUIETLY hang up the QR 
codes where they are supposed to be.  Another member of the group may substitute if one of these 
people is absent but only TWO MEMBERS from each group will be hanging the codes.  Use the colored 
paper that I will give you.  Please do not hang them in places where they will be ripped down or over a 
poster or something.  Be smart about placement.  Make sure they will stay up overnight.  CHECK TO 
MAKE SURE THAT YOUR QR CODES ARE PLACED IN THE CORRECT PLACE, THAT THEY WORK, AND THAT 
YOU CAN FOLLOW YOUR OWN QR CODE HUNT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
Your group will be given a different color when we complete the hunt.   Have fun! 
 



 
GRADING 
 
 
     Points possible 
Wrote 
beginning and 
ending clues as 
indicated 

    4 

Wrote clues 
with a 
different 
phrase off the 
vocab sheet in 
them 

    12 

Completed 
role as listed 
above in chart 

    10 

Effort in class 
during 
planning day 

    10 

Group 
planning sheet 
is turned in 

    10 

Behavior on 
day of 
scavenger hunt 

    14 

Other group 
could follow 
your clues 

    10 

You followed 
other group’s 
clues correctly 

    10 

Recorder sheet 
turned in 

    10 

Total     90 
 
 
90 puntos posibles 
 
A  90-81  B  80-72 C  71-63 D  62-54 F 53-0 
 
Comentarios: 
 
 
 
 



 
KEY MAKER WILL COMPLETE THIS SHEET 
 
GROUP PLANNING SHEET (names________________________________________________) 
 
Clue 1:  Comenzar aquí 
Where will you put your QR code paper?_____________________________________________ 
***Must be somewhere in the Spanish room*** 
 
Rest of Clue 1:___________________________________________________________(Spanish) 
 _______________________________________________________________(English) 
Where will you put your next QR code?_____________________________________________ 
 
 
 
Clue 2:________________________________________________________________(Spanish) 
 _______________________________________________________________(English) 
Where will you put your next QR code?_____________________________________________ 
 
 
Clue 3:________________________________________________________________(Spanish) 
 _______________________________________________________________(English) 
Where will you put your next QR code?______________________________________________ 
 
 
Clue 4:________________________________________________________________(Spanish) 
 _______________________________________________________________(English) 
Where will you put your next QR code?______________________________________________ 
 
Clue 5:________________________________________________________________(Spanish) 
 _______________________________________________________________(English) 
Where will you put your next QR code?_____________________________________________ 
 
 
Clue 6:________________________________________________________________(Spanish) 
 _______________________________________________________________(English) 
Where will you put your last QR code?_______________________________________________ 
 
 
 
Clue 7:    El fin—muy bien (or some other exclamation) 
 
 
 



 
 
RECORDER WILL COMPLETE THIS SHEET 
 
Scavenger Hunt Sheet (names________________________________________________) 
 
Clue 1:  Comenzar aquí 
Where did you find the first QR code paper?__________________________________________ 
Should be somewhere in the Spanish room 
 
What do the clues say and mean in both languages?  Also, where did you find the papers? 
Clue 1:________________________________________________________________(Spanish) 
 _______________________________________________________________(English) 
 
Where did you find the QR code?__________________________________________________ 
Clue 2:________________________________________________________________(Spanish) 
 _______________________________________________________________(English) 
 
 
Where did you find the QR code?_________________________________________________ 
Clue 3:________________________________________________________________(Spanish) 
 _______________________________________________________________(English) 
 
Where did you find the QR code?_________________________________________________ 
Clue 4:________________________________________________________________(Spanish) 
 _______________________________________________________________(English) 
 
Where did you find the QR code?_________________________________________________ 
Clue 5:________________________________________________________________(Spanish) 
 _______________________________________________________________(English) 
 
Where did you find the QR code?________________________________________________ 
Clue 6:________________________________________________________________(Spanish) 
 _______________________________________________________________(English) 
 
Where did you find the QR code?_________________________________________________ 
Clue 7:    El fin—___________________________ (what does it say in Spanish) 
  This means ____________________________________ in English 


